I WILL SNAP YOU BACK!
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Prophet Ken Dewey
This morning early after a night of rest, I got up and heard the Lord talking saying to me that He had words for me
to write to his people, Important Words. He said to me he was fixing to do some mighty deeds and had a definite
message for me to write. He said he was going to SNAP THEM BACK TO REALITY because many were listening
to wrong voices and had followed someone other than himself. He was talking about DOING SOMETHING
HIMSELF TO WAKE THEM UP LIKE SHAKE THEIR EYES OPEN TO CAUSE THEM TO SEE CLEARLY.
Here are the words he did speak:
I AM that I AM moving in a mighty way my wonders to perform. Watch me move in the hearts of many of my People to
move them beyond their understanding. Many are in a rut; they are trapped by their misunderstanding having been
taught by men many things I did not say.
Notice I DID NOT SAY. So who said it? If not I then it was the other, his name is Beelzebub the deceiver [lord of the
flies]? He has rule over many demons and they swarm and work overtime.
I AM and I WILL NOT ALLOW MY PEOPLE TO WALK DECEIVED. I will…….. SNAP THEM BACK INTO REALITY. The
things many people are doing now [which you already know Ken Dewey, because in your Spirit you sense it by my Spirit
gift, are not altogether of me. You have tried to warn many but they would not hear you. They couldn’t hear because they
have their hearing blocked. Move they do on a different drumbeat. They really are like the Church of Laodicea, they think
everything is OK and they do not need anything. Matter of fact they have set out to convince the entire World that they
know the perfect way. They move in DANGEROUS DESTRUCTION and do not even know it.
As in the days of Noah when they cohabited with angles and the results were really powerful to destroy all my plans; I
HAD TO SEND THE FLOOD TO STOP THEM. So is it now! Many fallen angels have gone forth to bring all my plans
down. I AM moving to cut them [the devil and his demons] short of their goal by opening the eyes of many of my People
who have been blinded and led astray. They will not go down, they will not perish, [as the enemy plans] but they will
REMAIN MY ENLIGHTENED ONES MY ELECT.
JESUS CHRIST
I have posted this Word in obedience to my Lord as I heard him speak it. It is his Word, not mine, I am only his servant to
write his Word and deliver it. Desert Prophet

